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Abstract - The "inner sphere" halides in M6X12 (edge-bridged) or M'gXg (face-capped) 
clusters are always augmented by six "outer sphere" halide (or other) ligands at the metal 
vertices. The inclusion of one of ca. 24 interstitials within M6X12 clusters of group 3 and 
4 transition metals generates a large family of new cluster compounds that are stable in 
high temperature solid state systems. The electronic versatility provided by the centered 
interstitials greatly expands the variety of compositions, structures, and intercluster 
halogen-bridging modes. The condensation of metal clusters into a variety of infinite chain 
products, most of which are also centered, is also encountered. 

INTRODUCTION 

Coordination as a means of filling empty bonding sites about metal ions is a universal concept. 
Furthermore, spontaneous clustering of neighboring metals through clear metal - metal bond 
formation is by far the most common result in solid state systems containing reduced members of 
the early 4d and 5d transition metals. Scandium alone among the 3d metals behaves similarly. 
The ligated metal systems with localized reduction electrons that are so well known with 3d 
elements are thus not relevant. The few paramagnetic examples of metal clusters arise from M.O. 
levels that are incompletely filled with delocalized cluster-based electrons. 

Substantial parts of the solid-state cluster chemistry of reduced 4d and 5d metals may be identified 
with polynuclear coordination compounds. The intrinsic halide members of the usual octahedral 
cluster building blocks M6X,2 and M'6Xg are the natural counterparts of inner sphere ligands. 
These are not easily removed but may be either shared or eliminated when metal atoms become 
common to  neighboring clusters. In addition, the ex0 positions at all vertices of the metal clusters 
are sites of strong secondary coordination, a feature which gives rise to  a diverse structural 
chemistry in one-, two- or three-dimensions. A particularly large variety of new structures arises 
because interstitial atoms within the clusters provide another major variable in meeting electronic 
requirements. It is important t o  remember that substantially all the compounds we will consider 
are the products of high temperature (650 - 95OOC) syntheses where thermodynamic equilibria and 
alternate products govern stability. The reactions are generally run "neat" without solvent or added 
ligands other than the same halide. Characteristic of the extended solid state, solution or 
volatilization processes are usually not available for purification or t o  aid characterization. 

The following sections will develop these coordination views with respect t o  clustering, different 
ex0 halogen functions, interstitial variables, compositional varieties and structural examples. The 
character of the interstitial bonding and some steric (matrix) effects are also pertinent. Finally, the 
remarkable infinite chain products of cluster condensation will be described, their ex0 bonding 
requirements at exposed metal vertices being comparable to  those of isolated clusters. 

CONDENSATION OF HALIDES INTO CLUSTERS 

The clustering of two  to  six (or more) 4d or 5d metals within a nonmetal matrix is probably best 
known among the metal chalcogenides, while only a relatively few halide examples were known for 
Nb, Ta and Mo 10 - 15 years ago. The nonmeta1:metal proportion for a fixed oxidation state 
obviously increases in the series pnictide, chalcogenide, halide (e.g., VP, V2S3, VCI3), and the 
number of possible metal - metal interactions accordingly decreases in the same order. Thus, 
reduced pnictides and chalcogenides usually exhibit highly condensed and relatively isotropic 
structures while halides more often show limited and lower dimensional interactions between the 
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valence-active metals, i.e., in isolated clusters and chains. These novel results often make more 
evident many of the bonding and structural principles. 

The beginning of metal - metal bonding is commonly seen in simple binary halides whenever the 
stoichiometric number of halides per metal in a reduced compound is less than the preferred 
coordination number so that coordination polyhedra must be shared. Thus, Zr14 achieves CN6 by 
sharing t w o  edges of each ZrI6 octahedron, viz, ( Z T I ~ I ~ / ~ ) ~ .  When valence electrons are available, 
this allows metal - metal bonding, as for the dimers in the analogous u-Nb14. Fewer halogen atoms 
and at least a d1 configuration afford shorter M - M separations via shared faces of the halogen 
polyhedron, e.g., in dimers in Cs3Zr219 or in 3 Z r I e / ~ l  chains. More valence electrons may produce 
edge-sharing of three MX6 octahedra, that is, M3X~3X~-~-~Xag ( = MXt2/2Xl-1-1113Xa3)3 where outer 
(exo) halides are distinguished by a and inner edge-bridging (or face capping) halides, by i (ref. 1 ). 
The last two  types of clusters are illustrated at the top of Fig. 1. A common means of further 
clustering with fewer nonmetal atoms involves six MXg polyhedra, each of which shares edges 

a) b) 

3 
Fig. 1. a) Confacial MX612 chain with M - M bonding; 

b) M3Xj3 trimer from shared octahedra; 
c) MgX'1 2Xa6 cluster with edge-bridging halide; 
d) M'gXi8Xa6 analogue. 

with four others to  give M6Xi12Xag units ([MXi4/2Xa16), the one halide that would be a member of 
all six polyhedra and lie in the center of the cluster being eliminated. Fig. I(c) shows this example 
for a cluster like Nb6C1112Cla64-. A less common cluster halide has just eight inner halide atoms 
over the faces, each shared by three octahedra (M'Xi4/3Xa)6 = M'6XigXa6, Fig. 1 (d). The lower 
proportion of halide in the last occurs with more cluster bonding electrons, as in M o ~ C I ~ ~ + ,  and, 
where it matters, larger X. A t  this stage it is useful to focus on the octahedral metal cores of the 
clusters so formed and to  forget about the MXg units with which we started. 

These two  cluster types are often referred to as MgX12 and M'& to emphasize the differences in 
the cores and the relative permanence of the XI components, but it should be remembered that the 
six outer coordination positions are evidently always occupied by halide or another ligand (ref. 2). 
To do otherwise, leaving a substantial fraction of the coordination sphere about a transition metal 
empty, would be very unusual. Halide clusters of the foregoing types have been known for Nb, Ta, 
and Mo especially for many years, both in binary compounds in the solid state and as MgX12Yg or 
M'&Y6 ions or molecules in solution or as their solid salts. The ligands Y may be, besides 
another halide, combinations of CH30-, OH-, CH30H, H20, R 2 0 ,  NH2R, PR3, etc. (ref. 3-8). 
This presentation will be limited by both time and interests to  the solid state aspects of such 
cluster systems for the earlier transition metals. This area has developed a considerable breadth in 
the last few years and strikingly illustrates the variety of structures possible with just halide as the 
ex0 ligand, particularly when coupled with the much greater variety of clusters and chemistry 
available with clusters that bond interstitial atoms (ref. 9 - 14). 
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Even at the cluster stage, the condensation process is clearly headed toward the metal itself with 
its intrinsically higher delocalization and coordination number, often 12. The described formation of 
M6X12Xg or M'6XgXg units from MX6 converts the coordination about each M to  X5M4, one halide 
being replaced by four M. Later on we will see that further condensation of clusters into infinite 
chains by sharing metal members gives a local metal coordination of 4 -  5 X plus 4 -  7 M. Still 
further condensation into double-metal layers provides 3X plus 9 M  about each M. The dominance 
of metal octahedra throughout rather than some other polyhedron in part reflects the important 
contribution of polar M - X  bonding to  stability, each metal atom retaining four or five halide 
neighbors. The metal cluster structures are in all cases well-sheathed (or ligated) by halide, a 
condition that can be imagined as necessary in order to  prevent further condensation of metal 
coordination polyhedra. It is also clear that the effectiveness of M - M bonding may be limited at 
least in the early stages where edges or faces of MX6 polyhedra are shared. The fact that any M 
displacement in response to  M - M bonding may be resisted by a necessary deformation and 
crowding of the nonmetal array in an infinite solid structure was recognized early by Schafer and 
Schnering (ref. 1). 

STRUCTURAL NETWORKS VIA HALOGEN-BRIDGED CLUSTERS 

Isolated M ~ x ~ I  2 ~ a g  (or ~ ' g ~ i g ~ a g )  clusters, usually anions, are the limiting products obtained from 
syntheses under basic (halide-rich) conditions, but lower X:M ratios give a large range of 
stoichiometries, different connectivities, and a rich variety of structures. These occur in part via 
the utilization of bifunctional Xa atoms in M6Xi12Xa, compositions, 0 5 n c 6 ,  and in part because 
of the interstitials described in the following section. 

The halide bridging functions are illustrated at a single vertex in the following cartoon. The.first 
two  figures represent one edge of a cluster plus its Xi in isolation and the rather rare XI-' version 
shared between t w o  clusters. The last three represent the usual modes of ex0 bonding starting 
with the terminal ligand Xa. With decreasing n, a single atom first bridges between clusters, Xa-a, 

Xi xi4 Xa Xa-a Xi-a I 
and then inner Xi becomes the exo ligand at a vertex in other clusters and vice versa, Xi-a and Xa-i, 
respectively. Compositions with uniform exo bonding modes are thus M6X1 8, M6)l(l ( = 
M6Xi1 2xa-a6/2) and M6X12 ( = M6XigX'-a6,2Xa-'6/2 for a simple proportioning), and intermediate 
examples are in principle achieved through anisotropic mixed connectivities via neighboring bridging 
functions Xa, Xa-a, Xi-a. The ideal cases are listed in Table 1. Note that the sums of the i and a 
functions in all of these are 12 and 6,  respectively. The same ideas work for M'& cores, and the 
reader can verify that the well-known Mo6Cll 2 and,Mo688~must for the simplest distributions have 
the connectivities ~ogCligCta-a4/2Cta2 and ~ogS'2S'-ag,2Sa-16/2, respectively, as observed. 

TABLE 1. Stoichiometry and connectivity of (Zr6CI12)CI, clusters, 0 s n s 6 ,  according 
to halide functiona 

inner X center 
(1 = 12) (1 = 6 )  

bridging 
halide functions: i i - a  a - i  a -a  a 

Zr6C11 2 

Zr6C11 4 
Zr6C11 5 
Zr6C11 6 
zr6c11 7 
Zr6C11 8 

Z16C1, 3a 
6 612 612 

(8) (412) (412) (212) 
10 212 212 412 
12 612 
12 412 2 
12 212 4 
12 6 

a This stoichiometry is presently known only with irregular CPi and Cla-a-a connectivities. 
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Before these structures are detailed, another variable needs to  be introduced, that provided by 
interstitials. Their value is emphasized by the contrasting sparcity of Nb and Ta examples, both 
binary phases and ternary derivatives with electropositive cations, mainly because of the rather 
narrow valence electron requirements for the clusters in equilibrium systems. Niobium chloride 
members, for example, are limited to  NbaClg (trimers), Nb@14, CsNb6CI15 and Al4Nb6CIl8, the 
last three all containing 16-electron cluster units. Only the first and last types are known for 
bromide, while iodide forms just Nb&-type clusters in Nb& and CsNb611 (ref. 3). In contrast, 
interstitial atoms are evidently present within all halide clusters of the group 3 (Sc,Y,La ... Lu) and 4 
(Zr,Hf) metals prepared under thermodynamic control (at high temperatures). This added feature 
affords a much greater versatility in and control over these compounds and their structures. 

INTERSTITIALS IN CLUSTERS 

The evident requirement of an interstitial atom (2) within all thermodynamically stable 6-1 2 clusters 
of the earlier metals involves t w o  obvious effects. One, and the easier t o  assess, is the 
contribution of the interstitial's valence electrons to  a bonding manifold that is intrinsically electron- 
poor. A second factor in the stability must be the apparently strong, central M - Z  bonding, 
although this is difficult t o  quantify. Comparable examples of interstitials in clusters of group 5 
metals and beyond seem to  be limited to  hydrogen in Nb611 1 and CsNbeI11. 

The first examples of zirconium and rare-earth-metal (R) clusters were largely synthetic mysteries 
until it was established that the clusters in the scarce but well-formed crystals were all centered by 
adventitious atoms, largely the ubiquitous C, N, or H. Deduction of the correct ingredients, partly 
by trial and error, then allowed high yield syntheses of the same phases. Subsequent exploration 
of 2 prospects over much of the periodic table has demonstrated the encapsulation of the following 
2 4  elements in either Zr or R clusters or both, as shown below. Remarkably, over two-thirds of 

H 
Be B C N  

Al Si P 
K ... Cr Mn Fe Co Ni Cu.. Ge 

Ru Rh Pd 
Re 0s Ir Pt Au 

these are metals in the pure state. Omission of just the Z component from the syntheses means 
no cluster products appear, only common phases like ZrCI, ZrC13, Ai2ZrClg, etc., a circumstance 
that also pertains to  all reactions with unlisted neighboring elements. By far the greater number of 
discrete clusters and structure types and therefore systematics originate with zirconium systems, 
particularly for the chlorides (ref. 9, 1 1, 15, 16) and iodides (ref. 2, 17, 18). The rare-earth 
elements are in contrast the only sources of condensed cluster chain phases while both group 3 
and group 4 metals afford infinite sheet products, only with interstitials for the former. 

Nearly all of these cluster phases fall in the family AixIZr&)Xi121Xan. Members are found for all 
possibilities with 0 5 x, n 5 6. Accepting for the moment the condition that 14 cluster-based 
electrons are optimal when Z has s and p valence orbitals, there are obviously many ways in which 
14-e counts can be achieved in known structures via the three variables x, n and the number of 
electrons furnished by 2. Some sample categories are given in Table 2 for a few of the many 
dozen compositions known with Zr6CIl ,Z-type clusters. The first compound in the first series, 
Zr&112Be, has 6.4 - 12.1 + 2 = 1 4  e's available for cluster bonding after the low-lying chlorine 
3p levels are filled. The rest of the isoelectronic members in this series may be obtained by 
providing only progressively electron-richer interstitials B, C, N which force the parallel, stepwise 
oxidation of the cluster via n. The zirconium examples in the second series illustrate how a 
diagonal relationship with the first is achieved when insertion of a single cation is countered by a 
unit oxidation, e.g., Zr6CI12Be + KZrgCI13Be. The compounds arranged vertically in series 1 and 2 

Table 2. The versatility of cluster phases in the family AixIZr~C112(Z)ICI, for the indicated variables 
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are isostructural pairs if we allow this meaning to  include cation insertion in a pre-existing interstice 
without a change in space group. The six fewer valence electrons available in a sc6cI12Be cluster 
relative to  Zr6C112Be are compensated by three more electrons each from the interstitial (Be + N) 
and from an isolated Sc1I1 cation in a suitable cavity. Series 3 shows how related changes can be 
effected by parallel but opposite variations of x and the electron count of 2, while the compounds 
in 4 are achieved through successive additions of RbCI. Greater detail on the stoichiometries and 
structures possible for Zr6Cl12Z-type clusters is given in ref. 1 1. 

A change to zirconium iodide clusters expands the possible interstitials with Al, Si, P and Ge. 
Surprisingly, most of the 3d elements Cr - Ni can be encapsulated within either zirconium chloride 
or iodide clusters (ref. 16- 18). The rare-earth-metal iodide hosts (R = Sc, Y, Pr, Gd particularly) 
exhibit an even more amazing chemistry - not only the 3d but many of the analogous 4d and 5d 
metals may be bound within clusters in either R711 22  or R6110Z compositions (ref. 19 - 21 1. The 
optimal electron requirement for a cluster when the interstitial utilizes d orbitals is 18. 

STRUCTURAL EXAMPLES AND VARIETIES 

The progression of structures associated with n ex0 chlorine ligands about a basic M6Xi1 2(Z) core 
follows the principles laid out earlier. These will be illustrated for n = 0, 2, 3 and 4 in figures that 
emphasize cluster interconnectivities, but defer for a time any representation of the strong central 
Zr-Z bonding. Figure 2 shows the 11 101 section of the rhombohedral ZrgCIl2Be. With no ex0 
chlorines, complementary Cli-a and CPi bridges bond at zirconium vertices in adjoining clusters, 
generating the rhomboid figures seen at the upper right and lower left of each cluster. Vertical 
three-fold axes through the cluster "octahedra" with inversion centers at Be generate such linkages 
to  six neighboring (c.c.~) clusters, while the six chlorine atoms about the t w o  ends of each cluster 
remain CI1. (The antiprismatic site between clusters defined by these CII (0,0,1/2) is the locale of 
the countercation in the R(R6X12Z) structure; ref. 22.) 

Fig. 2. The [1101 section of the rhombohedral 
structure of Zr6CI12Be with Zr and Be as crossed, 
chlorine as open ellipsoids. 

Fig. 3. The C a n t e r e d  orthorhombic structure 
of Zr6CIl4C (Nb6CI14 type). The intercluster 
bridges are shown as open ellipsoids, while CIi 
atoms are omitted. 

Addition of chloride to  this M6X12 structure progressively converts CPi  to  Cla-a and then to  Cla. 
The fairly regular result for n = 2 in orthorhombic Zr6CI14C is shown in Fig. 3. (For clarity, only 
the intercluster bridging halides will be shown in this and later cluster pictures, with all CII omitted.) 
The t w o  added chlorines have been incorporated as 4/2 Cla-a atoms, with pairs of Cla-i and Cli-a 
functions remaining. A characteristic of this structure is the substantial compression of the 
clusters along the Xa-i - Zr - Z - Zr - Xa-i axes, the corresponding Zr - C distances in zi6c114c being 
0.064 (2) A less than those trans to  the shorter Zr - Cla-a bridges. This doubtlessly arises from the 
lower basicity and coordinating ability of the opposed three-bonded CPi atoms. Inclusion of a 
cation in such a structure can be forced by provision of only the electron-poorer B interstitial in the 
synthesis, giving AZr6CI14B for A = Li-Cs, TI (ref. 23). 

The symmetric bridging arrangement in (Zr6Cli12Z)Cla-a6/2 (n = 3) provides a beautiful series of 
four distinctive structures that are unrelated in the sense that they cannot be interconverted by 
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Fig. 4. The structure of Nao.5Zr6C11JC 
(Zr6CI15N type) wi th  only cluster-bridging 
chlorine shown. 

twisting, only by breaking and rearranging bridge bonds. The progression ZrsCl1 5N, CsKZr&I15B, 
K2Zr&115B and Zr6Cl15Co parallels the size of 2, the angle at bridging Claea and, approximately, the 
number (and size) of the cations (ref. 1 1,161. Thus, the first member can be obtained as the 
carbide using cations no larger than sodium (Fig. 4). A single K, Rb, or Cs or t w o  such cations with 
combinations of K plus Cs or larger give a second structure (as the carbide or the boride, 
respectively) with interconnected linear and zig-zag chains of bridged clusters. Two or three 
potassium ions require the third, still more open structure. Finally, the combination of a large 
interstitial (Mn - Ni), the relatively small Cla-a, and the small cation Li + (if any) allows a remarkable 
result: the t w o  interpenetrating but not interconnected cubic networks with only linear bridges 
shown in Fig. 5 for Zr6CI15Co (Nb6F15 type). The two  independent bcc networks are shown with 
open and solid outlines. There is room only for lithium within chlorine-defined cavities, and its 
provision during the synthesis is necessary to  gain encapsulation of earlier transition metals in the 
isoelectronic clusters in LiZr6CI15Fe and LipZrgCl15Mn. The structure has also been realized for 
Th6Br15Z with Z = Mn-Ni (ref. 24). 

t ?  t t  

Fig. 6. Portions of t w o  anion layers in 
Na4ZrsCI16Be. 

The result of opening up the 6 - 15 structure with one more chlorine per cluster is illustrated in Fig. 
6 for the anion structure of Na4[Zr6(Be)CI~21Cla-a4/2Cla2 ( = Na4Zr6C116Be). The puckered layers of 
bridged clusters are lined by Cla atoms, with the cations (not shown) lying both within and between 
the layers. The larger cations in cS$r&I16B result in greater puckering of the layers (ref. 25). 

A series of comparably bridged structure types is found with rhenium 6-8 clusters, e.g., 
Ba2(RegSgSa-a6,2) (ref, 26). Further versatility develops with the use of, both chalcogenide and 
halide, for example, in the novel layered RegSegC12 (Re6Se'4Se'-a4/2Sea-14/2Cla2) and Re6Se6C16 
(Re6Se'6Cl'2Cla-a4,2Cla2) and the 1 -D Re6Se5C18 (ref. 27, 28). 
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Some exceptions to  the foregoing regularities are more complex, but they also illustrate more of 
the variety possible in the solid state. The first has two  new aspects, chains of cluster cations that 
are joined by shared CI', Zr6(Be)CI11~C1'-'2/2, and these are in turn interbridged by three-coordinate 
Cla-a-agI3 atoms to  give a Zr6Cll.3Be composition. The presence of chlorine with three different 
coordination numbers and basicities in a single phase presumably arises because of an advanta- 
geous three-dimensional structure (ref. 9). The XI-1 function is also found in the hypostoichio- 
metric phase Y6IIORu [ = Y6(RU)Ii21i-i4/21i-a6/21a-i6/2]. Triply bridging Xa-a-a also occurs in the novel 
Nb6CIl2I2 (Nb6C11121a-a-a6/3), a cubic relative of the Nb&I14 structure (ref. 29). A ZrC1e2- anion 
acts as the source of all ex0 ligands in rhombohedra1 K2ZrC16.Zr6C112H (=K2Zr7CIl8H). Each 
ZrC162- ion is bonded to  six separate Zr&I12(H) clusters and vice versa, the bridging chlorine being 
clearly more closely associated with the isolated Zrlv atom. The isolated metal may be replaced by 
several lower charged units if Z is altered, e.g., in K2LaZr6CllgB and Cs2CaZr&llgFe (ref. 23). 

Finally, a rare example of an oligomeric product is Y16(Ru4)120, Fig. 7, where four Y6112Ru-type 
clusters have been condensed two-by-two through sharing of Y -Y edges (ref. 30). The new 16- 
atom polyhedron can also be generated by capping the four hexagon faces of a truncated 
tetrahedron. The strength of the central Y - Ru bonding is evident from both distances and the 
M.O. results, while Ru-Ru interactions are very weak. The metal cluster on the left in Fig. 7 is the 
antitype of Te4CI16, but with Y -Y  attractions replacing CI-CI repulsions. The motifs, of cluster 
sheathing and bridging by iodine in Y16120Ru are shown on the right of Fig. 7. The I4I-l and 121-a 
pairs are like those already noted, while the face-capping I3I and 11l-a types (top) are new. These 
bond to faces that are not Dart of the Darent Y ~ R u  octahedra and thus do not have near Ru 
neighbors. 

Fig. 7. The oligomeric Y16R~4120. The metal portion on the left emphasizes 
the strong central Y - Ru bonding (Ru is shaded). The iodide coordination 
and bridging is shown on the right. 

SOLUTION CHEMISTRY 

The beginnings of a room temperature solution chemistry for some of the same centered zirconium 
cluster chlorides have been established (ref. 12, 31 1. Suitable ligands open up Zr - Cia-a-Zr (and 
other) bridges in some of the foregoing structures and allow certain Zr6(Z)CItl2 units t o  be excised 
from the infinite solid state. Acetonitrile seems to  be the best solvent for what are fairly good 
reducing agents, and clusters containing Z = H, Be, B, C or Fe from phases with n = 3, 4 or 6 
have been isolated with CI-, Br-, EtNH2, i-PrNH, and PEt3 as ligands. Halide reapportionment 
affords (Et4N+)4Zr6CIlgC4- and an unknown solid from reaction of KZr6CI15C with 18-crown-6 and 
Et4NX for a few days at room temperature. In contrast, the isostructural Zr6Cl18Fe4- product is 
obtained from the virtually quantitative reaction of excess chloride with KZrgC115Fe. Salts of the 
12-e cluster ZrgCI18Be4- are obtained as a result of solvent oxidation of the higher charged anions 
that presumably form from K3Zr6C115Be or Na4Zr6CI16Be and excess chloride. Finally, the last two  
reactants plus Li6Zr&118H, all of which have x = n, readily react with the above amines or phos- 
phine to  give the corresponding Zr6CI12(Z)Lg (plus n ACI). The 12-8 cluster examples are more 
oxidized than any that are stable at synthesis temperatures, and they show the expected increases 
in Zr - Zr (and Zr -2 )  distances. Both a Zr&I12(PMe2Ph)6 cluster that is either empty or contains 
nothing heavier than hydrogen and (ZreCI1 2)(PR3)4C12 products have been assembled via room 
temperature reactions in Cotton's group (ref. 32, 33). 
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BONDING IN CLUSTERS 

Main group 2 
Some general observations on the bonding features and regularities in these centered clusters are 
useful before we pass on to  extended examples where such generalities are not as easy to  come 
by. Greater details and discussion are available in Hughbanks (ref. 34). The extended-Hlickel M.O. 
description in Fig. 8 that accounts for the 14-electron optimum in cluster-based electrons is 
relatively straightforward (ref. 2,111. It is important t o  start with the hypothetical empty 
(Zr&112)CI6 unit, not Zr&l12, as the Cla atoms are trans to, and compete with, Z for the same 
orbitals on Zr. Occupied CI 3p states, both nonbonding pairs and those associated with Zr - CI 
bonding, lie below the interesting zirconium-based and cluster-bonding d orbital combinations, a1 g, 
tlu, tzg, azU (in the Oh limit) in the order of increasing energy. The result of insertion of a main- 
group element like B is easy t o  judge since its s (alg) and p (tlu) orbitals interact only with metal- 
based states of the same symmetry. The a2u M.O. is somewhat antibonding, and so clusters with 
1 4  electrons and a tzg6 HOMO (which is only Zr-Zr bonding) are plausible and are realized in a 
great many structures and compositions (Table 2). Note that boron contributes three electrons and 
four orbitals to  the bonding manifold, but no new bonding orbitals appear; rather high-lying alg* 
and tlu* states (not shown) are generated in the process. A decrease in energy of the system is 
evident, but this is by no means sufficient t o  conclude that stability is likely; the results shown 
neglect not just the obvious heat of atomization of boron, etc., but also the more general and very 
real possibility that alternate products may be more stable, ZrZ,, Zr and ZrC13, for example. 

-8 

-10 

-12 
eV 

-14 

-16 

-18 

\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

\ P 

Fig. 8. The metal and interstitial-based 
region of the extended-Huckel M.O. result 
for Zr6(B)C112~~65-. 

Zr C1 B5- B 5- Zr C1 
6 18 6 16 

Eighty or so ZrgC112Z-type clusters distributed over 18 different structure types have been prepared 
with main group 2 (H, Be, 6, C, N), many to test the electronic boundaries, and only seven are 
exceptions to  the 14-e expectation. Three are 13-e hydrides, suggesting that something in the 
cluster is better than nothing at all. Most of the others can be understood as extremes in "matrix 
effects". Iodides afford only Zr6112Z and Zr6I14Z structure types but new examples of Al, Si, Ge 
and P interstitials and a few 15- and 16-electron clusters. Tetragonally elongated clusters of the 
rare-earth elements are also known with dicarbon (acetylide) interstitials (ref. 13, 34). 

The rather straightforward MO description of centered clusters does not suggest there is anything 
particularly unusual about the bonding of Z in these units. Although there are seven electron pairs 
in the neighborhood of the interstitial atom, symmetry alone requires that only four of these are 
actually involved in bonding to  the s and p valence orbitals on a main-group interstitial atom. 
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Hypervalency descriptors therefore seem unnatural and unnecessary. The presence of six rather 
than four zirconium neighbors about the hypercoordinate boron (or even hydrogen!) in a cluster is 
an obvious way in which a metal-rich network can retain some metal -metal bonding while at the 
same time forming strong polar metal - nonmetal bonds. The same is true in many extended solids 
even when simple valence rules are met, as in ZrC where six-coordination of each atom in an NaCI- 
type structure is an obvious consequence of atom sites and the same strong heteroatomic bonding 
(ref.15, 35) 

Transition metal 2 
The surprising existence of zirconium cluster phases centered by the 3d metals Cr, Mn, Fe, Co or 
Ni requires further consideration of both M.O. expectations and the nature of the Zr-Z bonding. 
The former are relatively straightforward (ref. 18). Symmetry properties alone mean that the tl, 
and t2e cluster-based states exchange bonding functions relative to  main-group Z (Fig. 8), the tzg 
set now becoming Zr-Z bonding via Fe 3d orbitals while tlu6 is the probable HOMO. (Fe 4p states 
lie too high to  be important in bonding to  the cluster framework.) An important difference is the 
presence of the essentially nonbonding e 4 on the interstitial, the reason the closed shell count is 
raised from 14 to  18 with d elements. T%e observation that only four of the eight valence 
electrons of iron contribute to  bonding within the cluster generates the novel viewpoint that the 
iron bonding is "carbon-like" in a valence sense. The iron can likewise be ascribed an oxidation 
state of -1V since all 3d and 4s states are filled in the diamagnetic product. Experimentally, 
zirconium examples containing 3d metals are all 18- or 19-electron clusters, the iodides 
representing most of the exceptions. 

A remarkable stability and interstitial diversity are found with the rare-earth-metal cluster iodides 
which encapsulate not just 3d but 4d and 5d metals as well. As summarized by Payne and Corbett 
(ref. 211, the elements 

Mn Fe Co Ni cu 
Ru Rh Pd 

Re 0s I r  Pt Au 

may be bound in Rg112Z-type clusters for either Pr or Gd. Again, Z elements not listed represent 
systems in which other products are more stable. In contrast t o  the zirconium cases, clusters in 
R(R6112Z) phases centered by these late transition metals may show f 2-electron divergences from 
the 18-8 optimum. Two  other factors seem particularly important, the expansion of the cluster 
framework which raises the energy of the R - R  bonding tl, HOMO and makes it more nearly 
nonbonding, and the greater difference between the yalence energies (Hi$ of R and 2 which lowers 
the relative energies of all of R - 2  bonding levels, t2" especially. 

Calculations and qualitative expectations suggest that the interstitials all become somewhat 
negative with respect t o  the host cluster metals Zr, Y, etc. EHMO calculations do not quantify the 
degree of electron transfer very well, but XPS core data clearly indicate that carbon is somewhat 
negative. The carbon 1 s levels are shifted from the element's by - 2.2 to  - 3.0 eV in ZrgC114C and 
in the condensed Sc7Cl1oC2 (chain) and M2C12C, M = Sc, Zr (sheet) phases (ref. 15,361. The 
"little bits of intermetallics" found in, e.g., Zr6CIl2Fe or Y7112Ru are certainly consistent with the 
particular stability known for binary phases formed between early and late transition metals (ref. 
37). The M - Z  separations with metal or metalloid-based Z are usually 0.1 to  0.3 A less than 
exhibited in analogous M,Z phases with similar local environments. 

DIMENSIONALITY REGULARITIES 

Phases containing discrete clusters afford many informative regularities regarding various 
dimensions, particularly among the zirconium chloride members where so many different 
compositions and structures have been achieved. The Zr -.CI and A - CI distances natural1 depend 
on halogen coordination number or basicity. Thus d(Zr - C I 9  in Zr6Cl1qC (Fig. 3) is 0.08 x greater 
than for Zr - CII; likewise, d(Zr - C1a-l) is longer than for Zr - Cla-a, while the last is in turn 0.1 0 A 
longer than Zr - Cla in Na4Zr6CI16Be. However, neither these distances nor their differences are 
particularly transferable. Detailed comparisons show that we must also pay attention to  the alkali- 
metal contributions, especially the effects that their simple, more-or-less ionic interactions with 
chlorine have on zirconium bonded to  the same atoms. The phenomena turn out t o  be easily 
recognized, repeatedly observed, and quite instructional (ref. 14). 
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The more regular cation sites have anion neighbors that fall higher in the expected basicity ranking 
Cla > Cla-a > Cli > Cla-i, and these ligands lie distinctly closer as well. Second neighbor effects of 
such cations also produce logical variations in Zr - Cla and Zr - Cla-a distances. Thus, observed 
2 r - W  distances range from 2.56 A and 2.60 A in R ~ ~ z ~ ~ c I ~ E c  and CS3Zr6C116C with low field 
cations to  2.68 and 2.69 A in ~ a g ~ r 6 ~ 1 1 a ~ e  and Li6Zr&I18H, respectively, where distinctly higher 
field cations lie in more regular cavities and have more and distinctly closer Cla atoms (ref. 23, 25, 
38). Effective interstitial radii in clusters appear to  be quite reproducible among different structural 
types, the clusters contracting or expanding as needed to  accommodate Z elements of different 
sizes. 

MATRIX EFFECTS 

Matrix or steric effects in clusters are particularly reflected in the limitations imposed on M - M or 
M -X  distances, and these may be quite significant in infinite lattices. The effects are more serious 
with the larger nonmetals, or where the NM:M ratios are relatively large, as between coordination 
octahedra that share edges or faces like in NbCI4, M3X8, etc. These are also expected to  be a 
problem in layered structures such as CdX2, BiIg, MoS2 and related types where the M - M repeats 
within the slabs are determined mainly by the contact separations of the larger nonmetals within 
their parallel layers. The same pertains to  M - M bonding in high symmetry NaCI, CaF2, etc.-type 
lattices; clearly d(M - MI in a rock salt structure is fixed at fi d(M- XI. Since nonmetal radii 
appear to  be fairly transferable, d(M - M) values in structures with such "matrix effects" are 
generally not meaningful measures of metal - metal bond strengths (ref. 39, 40). 

The ideal M&2 cluster probably consists of cuboctahedron of halide with the metals more-or-less 
centered on the square faces. In practice, all clusters,with X = CI, Br, I deviate from this norm to 
an increasing degree. Because of relative sizes, the XI-Xi distances about the cluster are often 
intrinsically greater than optimal M - M distances in most bonded M6 octahedra (centered or not). 
The drive to  achieve more appropriate M - M bonding pulls the halides toward each other and into 
increasingly repulsive interactions, limiting near 3.4 - 3.6 A in chlorides and - 4.00 A in iodides. 
As a result, the metal atoms are often significantly withdrawn from the Xi4 planes about them, as 
can be seen in the vertices at the top and the right of Fig. l(c) and 2, respectively. The M-X I  
distances do not seem to  elongate substantially in problem cases, although M -XI II bonding is lost 
on distortion (below); rather the M - M bonding is compromised and forced t o  be less than optimal. 
lnterstitials act as props within the Mg units and independently determine d(M -MI, but the 
competing effects may still be seen with small Z and large X. Matrix effects in clusters also appear 
to play a major role in determining M - Xa distances and bond strengths, particularly with the larger 
nonmetals. When the metal vertex is well withdrawn, an approaching Xa may encounter 
significant closed-shell repulsions from the four surrounding XI long before an optimal M - Xa bond 
is achieved. These cluster distortions can be generalized best in terms of the trans Xi - M - XI 
angles across the square faces of the clusters. Some meaningful ranges are: (Zr& 2C)12, 

Caution is necessary in dealing with the effects of changing Z in terms of these angles, however, 
as our interpretation has the implicit assumption that the opposed M - Xa and M - Z bonding are in 
the absence of size problems equally effective in competing for the same orbitals on M. Although 
Zr6CI15Co seems to  so qualify, phases like Pr415Ru (below) and Y6IlOOs are not crowded by a 
d(1-I) criterion, yet I- R -I angles of 162 - 167' on the faces indicate that Ru, Os, Ir, Pt, etc. are 
"winning" the competition with la in bonding to  the host metal atoms. Pi bonding with d-element 
interstitials seems to  be responsible. 

Trends observed for empty clusters over the periodic table relate to  the natural decrease in metal 
bonding radii with increasing group number and also testify qualitatively to  the same problems. 
The anion effect is well demonstrated by average Nb-Nb distances, which are at a minimum of 
2.80 A in Nb6F15 and 2.80 - 2.83 8, in condensed Nb6012 systems and increase to  2.89 - 2.95 
A in Nb6C114 and 2.97 - 2.98 A in K4Nb6Br18 (ref. I, 41 -43). A substantial reduction in matrix 
effects, represented by significant decreases in metal -metal bond lengths and increases in bond 
orders, may be realized when a cluster is removed from the dense solid state where intercluster 
bridging by nonmetals is very restrictive. One of the more striking changes is the conversion of - Mo& ( = Mo6Si2Si-a6,2Sa-ig,2) t o  various isolated Mo6S8L6 'clusters with PEt3, CI-, etc. wherein 
d (Mo - Mo) decreases by - 0.1 2 A. The magnitudes of the M - M bond orders per electron pair 
readily enable one t o  distinguish phases with serious matrix effects from those that are indeed 
bonded "just like the metal" when allowance is made for the reduced number of valence electrons 
available (ref. 14). 

156- 163'; (Nb6C11?)C162-, 161 -167'; (Zr6C112C)CIn, 167-171 '; (Zr6CI12CO)CI3, 176.4'. 
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CLUSTER ELECTRONIC CONFIGURATIONS 

The operation of matrix effects that put the surrounding halide cuboctahedron outside the metal 
vertices in a M6X1 2-type cluster also provides a basis for a semiquantitative interpretation of 
different cluster electron counts, the larger distortions correlating quite well with increased cluster 
electron counts (ref. 15). This arises because the a2,, M.O., the LUMO with 14 and the HOMO 
with 1 6  electrons in chlorides (Fig. 8). is M - M bonding but antibonding for M(xy) - XYp) n 
interactions normal t o  M - 2. An increasing matrix effect that causes the metal atoms to  withdraw 
from the planes of the Xi neighbors thus decreases this antibonding contribution t o  apu. Clusters 
with 1 6  (or 15) electrons are favored by small metal, large halide, or both, while the opposite 
trends, or a large 2, should enhance a t2g6 (or tlu6) HOMO. Niobium 6-1 2 examples prepared at 
high-temperature are limited to the 16-e members like NbeCI14 and Nb6Brle4- and the 15-8 
Nb6F15, while TagXl4 (1 6-el phases form for X = Br, I and the 15-8 Ta6X15 with the three heavier 
halides. All are appropriate to a significant matrix effect. The zirconium chloride clusters with a 
larger metal bonding radius and centered by main group Z (which also alters the bonding scheme to  
some degree) show a sharp stability peak at 14 electrons. Correspondingly, trans Cli- M - Cli 
angles in the range of 167 - 171 O in the zirconium chloride carbides compare with 161 - 167O 
for the niobium chlorides where M - M distances are 0.2 to  0.4 A less. The small nitrogen 
interstitial gives rise to  a rare 15-8 member Zr6CI15N. The trans angles fall t o  156 - 163O with 
the larger iodide in zirconium carbides, and 15-e CsZr6114C and 16-e Zr611 pC are found. 

CLUSTER CONDENSATION 

The reduced transition metal halides so far considered provided no forecast or warning that 
condensed cluster phases could also be synthesized, striking testimony to  the versatility and 
wonders possible in the solid state. The many now known are based principally on the elimination 
of two  edge-bridging halides from trans edges on M6X12 clusters followed by sharing these metal 
edges and the four neighboring Xi between them to give quasi-infinite chains. This process may 
continue to produce double-chain and even double-metal-layered structures. 

Some aspects of condensed cluster halides can be generalized as follows: 

1. Only a few are binary compounds and do not require interstitials (Gd2CI3, Sc7CIl0, ZrCl and 
ZrBr types). 

2. The only condensed zirconium and hafnium examples at present are the double-metal- 
layered ZrCI, HfCI, etc. and their interstitial derivatives; the rest, including all chain structures 
presently known, utilize only group 3 elements, lanthanides included. 

terms of R, X and Z members, but general electronic rules governing stability, and whether the 
phases are metallic or semiconducting, have not been discerned. 

count (ref. 44). In a general sense, condensation appears to take place until the unit is sheathed 
by halogen, that is, coordinatively saturated. Halide bonding modes at metal vertices are similar t o  
those for isolated cluster structures. 

3. The range of stability that is possible in each chain structure type appears quite narrow in 

4. The degree of condensation appears to  be controlled by the X:M ratio, not the electron 

The eleven structural and compositional varieties that contain condensed cluster chains of the rare- 
earth metals will be illustrated for three types: chains derived from empty 6-8 clusters in Y4CI, 
(Gd4C16-type), single chains based on centered 6-1 2 clusters in Pr415Ru (Y415C-type), and double 
chains in Pr313Ru. 

The very remarkable Gd4CI6 structure, the first example of cluster chains in a halide, is illustrated 
in two  views in Fig. 9 for the better determined Y4c16 (ref. 45, 46). The structure is a doubly rare 
example of condensed empty 6-8 clusters in which the exposed (side) triangular faces are capped 
by halide (Y2Y4&li4). The t w o  rows of chlorine at the top and bottom of the side view on the left 
are duplicates; these zig-zag rows bridge the chains into vertical sheets, as seen in projection on 
the right. This construction, with three exo ligands at each apex, has not been seen elsewhere. 
One-half the halogen atoms capping side faces are also ex0 to  yttrium vertices on the sides of 
adjoining chains, and vice versa, completing the 3D character of the structure. Short shared edges 
(3.27 A) and elongation along the chain repeat (3.82 A) are characteristic. Chlorides and bromides 
of only Y, Gd and Tb form this novel arrangement, and the results are semiconductors (ref. 13). 
Chains of centered clusters are all 6-1 2 based, at least in part because 2-X’ distances in 6 - 8 2  
types would probably be too short. 
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Fig. 9. A side view of a single 6-8-type condensed cluster chain in Y4c16 (left) and a projection 
along the chains showing the manner of intercluster bridging (right). 

Single chains of R4,pRz octahedra that share metal edges and are, in the main, edge-bridged by 
halogen occur in three basic types, sCqcl66, Y415C and sc5Clac. The three differ in the interchain 
bridging functionalities, those in Sc5Cl& consisting of parallel chains of S C ~ ~ ~ C I S , ~  octahedra that 
also share edges. Figure 10 shows Pr415Ru (Y415Ctype) in t w o  views (ref. 47). Four Pi atoms per 
repeat simultaneously bridge edges of two  adjoining octahedra (left), while a fifth square-planar It-' 
bridges side edges in parallel chains (right). The remaining vertices are bonded in a complementary 
11-a fashion, as with Zr6CII2Be clusters, Fig. 2. There are no tight 1-1 contacts in this structure 
(4.1 7 8, between chains, 4.26 8, along the chain repeat), yet the reduced trans-angle I 1  - Pr2 -12 
= 159O shows that the apical Pr2-Ru bond is clearly "winning" over the opposed Pr2-12a-i. Band 
calculations support the idea that dn- d n  bonding is especially important here. The "bond" widths 
in the left view are proportioned to reflect the relative magnitudes of bond populations, 
emphasizing the strong Pr - Ru and Pr -I interactions and the contrasting weak Pr - Pr (d 2 3.91 8,). 
These and the Pauli-like susceptibility of the isostructural La415Ru favor a description of the chain 
structure in terms of a "heterometal wire" sheathed by iodine. 

Fig. 10. Pr4I5Ru: Left - a side view of one chain of condensed clusters with edge-bridging iodine. 
Line widths approximate bond populations. Right - a projection down the chains with the 
interchain bridging. Pr atoms are shaded, Ru are crossed, and iodine are open ellipsoids. 

Double-metal chains with edge-bridging halide and different stoichiometries occur in the Sc7CIloC2 
( = sc6cI7c2*scc13), Y617C2 and Pr31BRu types in order of increasing coordination of interbridging 
halogen. In all of these, t w o  single metal chains of the R4X5 type, Fig. 10, are further condensed 
by sharing metal side edges between chains displaced by half the repeat distance, as can be seen 
best in the projection down the chains shown on the right of Fig. 11 for Pr313Ru (ref. 48). The 
side view of one chain on the left omits the iodine atoms in order to  make the condensed metal 
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Fig. 11. Pr313Ru: The double chains of condensed, Ru-centered clusters wi th iodine omitted (left) 
and a projection along the chains with iodine added (right). Dotted atoms differ by half the chain 
repeat from those without. 

octahedra clearer. Syntheses of such products can be complicated by a multiplicity of products. In 
the Y - I - R U  system, for example, four different products have been identified, Y6110Ru and 
Y71, 2 R ~  with clusters, Y 6120Ru4 as oligomers, and the Y313Ru chains. Significant temperature 
dependencies are accordingly observed in the mixed phase equilibria involved in the syntheses. 

A most novel structure develops with the smaller bromide and the equally large Os, that for 
Y4Br40s and Er4Br40s. Here square-antiprismatic Y ~ ~ 2 0 s  (Ergl20s) units share square faces to 
generate infinite chains. The shared faces tilt slightly in alternate directions and what would 
nominally be edge-bridging bromine atoms bend out of the plane of the shared faces to cap metal 
side faces. These changes open up the metal vertices sufficiently t o  allow strong interchain Brl-a 
bridging to  all Pr atoms (ref. 49). 

lnterchain bridging wherein nonmetals bonded to metal edges or faces in one condensed cluster 
chain also bond ex0 at vertices in like neighboring chains is a rather general behavior. This mode is 
found not only in NaMo406, which is very similar t o  Sc4C16N, but in a wide variety of phases 
containing chains of vertex, face-, or edge-shared metal polyhedra. The Mn5Si3, W5Si3, Ti5Te4, 
V3As2, Ta2P, and Nb2Se structure types are examples (ref. 50). 
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